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Abstract
Aim of study: The following paper presents an inter-comparison of three global products: MCD45A1 (MODISMODerate resolution Imaging Spectrometer-Burned Area Product), L3JRC (Terrestrial Ecosystem Monitoring Global
Burnt Area Product), and GLOBCARBON Burnt Area Estimate (BAE) Product; and three local products, two of them
based on MODIS data and the other one based on MERIS (MEdium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) data.
Area of study: The study was applied to the Galician forest fires occurred in 2006.
Material and methods: Materials used involved the three already mentioned global products together with two
MODIS and one MERIS reflectance images, and MODIS thermal anomalies. The algorithm we used, which is based
on the determination of thresholds values on infrared bands, allowed the identif ication of burned pixels. The
determination of such threshold values was based on the maximum spatial correlation between MODIS thermal
anomalies, and infrared reflectance values. This methodology was applied to MODIS and MERIS reflectance bands,
and to the NBR (Normalized Burn Ratio). Burned area validation was evaluated using burned area polygons as derived
from an AWiFS (Advanced Wide Field Sensor) image of 60 m pixel size.
Main results: Best results were reached when using the MERIS infrared bands, followed by the MODIS infrared
bands. Worst results were reached when using the MCD45A1 product, which clearly overestimated; and when using
the L3JRC product, which clearly underestimated.
Research highlights: Since the efficiency of the performance of the available burned area products is highly variable,
much work is needed in terms of comparison among the available sensors, the burned area mapping algorithms and
the resulting products.
Key words: forest fires; MODIS; MERIS; MCD45A1; L3JRC; GLOBCARBON-BAE; SPOT-VEGETATION; ATSR.

Introduction
Each year, wildfires affect 3 millions of squared kilometers around the world (Van der Werf et al., 2010).
Information on fire activity, which is typically characterized by means of burned area maps, is needed in a
rapid, accurate, and cost-effective manner in order to

prioritize forest management activities and plan future
restoration works (Pyne et al., 1996; González-Alonso
et al., 2007). This fact is of particular importance in
the Mediterranean basin, where the destruction of the
landscape due to fire may amplify the risk of desertification. Besides, both the frequency and intensity of forest f ires are expected to increase in the following
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decades because of the increase of annual and summer
temperatures and the reduction of summer rainfall due
to the global warming effect (Pausas, 2004; Alcamo et
al., 2007). In addition, forest fires release a significant
amount of greenhouse gases, particulates, and aerosol
emissions into the atmosphere, which in turn significantly increases the anthropogenic CO2 emissions and
the global warming phenomenon itself (Crutzen and
Andreae, 1990; Levine, 1991; Van Leeuwen et al., 2010).
The use of remote sensing data may provide temporal and spatial coverage of wildfires without the need
for costly and intensive fieldwork. In this sense, one
of the most direct and useful information about a forest
fire is the mapping of the affected area (Lentile et al.,
2006). Traditionally, burned area has been measured
using field or airplane surveys in combination with
GPS (Global Positioning System) techniques. In general terms, burned area can be estimated using remote
sensing techniques in a rapid, economic, and effective
way (Lentile et al., 2006), and the results may be directly integrated into a GIS (Geographic Information System). However, in relation to fire, remote sensing techniques and data may be also used in many other
applications: fire occurrence and fire patterns (Pereira
et al., 2005; Riaño et al., 2007; Ichoku et al., 2008),
fire emissions (Palacios-Orueta et al., 2005; Van der
Werf et al., 2010), active fire detection (Roy, 1999; Li
et al., 2004; Calle et al., 2008), fire and burn severity
(De Santis and Chuvieco, 2007; Roldán-Zamarrón
et al., 2006), effects of f ire on vegetation and soil
(Wittenberg et al., 2007), and post-f ire vegetation
recovery (Riaño et al., 2002, Van Leeuwen et al., 2010).
Satellite-based strategies for burned area mapping,
which has been conducted using a wide range of
sensors, may use different approaches (Barbosa et al.,
1999; Pereira 2003; Lentile et al., 2006). Most of the
satellite-based burned area studies rely on variations
in pixel reflectance or emittance properties from previous (pre-f ire) or surrounding (post-f ire) data, by
means of either the original bands or some spectral
indices. Some studies have also investigated the utility
of techniques such time series analysis (Roy et al.,
2005), active fire locations (Justice et al., 2002), and
hybrid methods (Fraser et al., 2000). These and some
other methodologies have been applied profusely
during the last decades both at local and regional/
global scales. At global scale, there are several initiatives related to burned area mapping that is worth pointing out: the Global Burnt Area 2000 (GBA2000) (Grégoire et al., 2003), the GLOBSCAR (Simon et al.,
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2004), the GLOBCARBON Burnt Area Estimate
(BAE) Product (Plummer et al., 2006), the L3JRC
(Terrestrial Ecosystem Monitoring Global Burnt Area
Product) (Tansey et al.,, 2008) and the MCD45A1 –
the MODIS Burned Area Product (Roy et al., 2005,
2008). However, an important effort on validation and
comparison of the results should be done since great
discrepancies are shown among results (Boschetti et
al., 2004a).
One of the most interesting approaches to be considered for burned area mapping is the integration of
post-fire reflectance bands or indices together with
active fire information. Following this hybrid model
Roy (1999), Fraser et al. (2000), Al-Rawi et al. (2001),
and Pu et al. (2004) among others, developed different
burn scar detection algorithms, that were mainly based
on the use of vegetation indices (e.g. the NDVI – Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) and thermal
anomalies as derived from the AVHRR (Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer) sensor. More recently, Huesca et al. (2008) and Merino-de-Miguel et
al. (2010, 2011) have developed a series of works in
which MODIS post-f ire reflectance data is used in
combination with MODIS thermal anomalies for burned area mapping in different regions of Spain and South
America.
The work presented here aims at the comparison of
different burned area maps (either derived from global
or local products) and is applied to the Galician (NorthWest Spain) forest fires occurred in 2006. In particular, we compared three standard or global products:
MCD45A1, L3JRC, and GLOBCARBON-BAE Product; and three local products, all calculated using the
algorithm developed by Huesca et al. (2008), two of
them based on MODIS data and the other one based
on MERIS data. Validation was carried out by means
of a high-spatial resolution burned area map that was
derived from an AWiFS (Advanced Wide Field Sensor)
image of 60 m pixel size (González-Alonso and Merinode-Miguel, 2009). Accuracy results were expressed in
terms of commission and omission errors in relation
to the AWiFS-derived burned area map.

Material and methods
The approach is applied here to Galicia (northwest
Spain) where hundreds of forest fires occurred during
the first days of August 2006. This region, situated in
the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula, just to the north
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of Portugal, is one of the most humid parts of Spain.
The study area covers 29,681.65 km2, almost 70 % of
which, according to the Third National Forest Inventory (1997-2006), is classified as “forested”, with 64%
being tree-covered (conifers and eucalyptuses mainly).
In this region, woodland fires are usually small but
frequent. In fact, Galicia is undoubtedly the region with
the greatest concentration of wildfires in Spain. During
August 2006, nearly 930 km 2 were almost entirely
burned over the course of eight days, producing significant economic losses and severe social upheaval. It is
thought that about 90% of the forest fires were caused
by people.

Material
Eight sources of data were used for this work: (i) a
couple of MODIS post-fire images, (ii) one MERIS
post-fire image, (iii) a time series of MODIS active
fires, (iv) the MODIS Burned Area Product (MCD45A1)
for the study area and period of interest, (v) the L3JRC
Burned Area Product for the study area and period of
interest, (vi) the GLOBCARBON-BAE product, (vii)
the AWiFS-derived burned area perimeters for validation purposes, and (viii) administrative maps.
We used two post-f ire MODIS images that were
downloaded free of charge from the EOS (Earth Observation System) Data Gateway. They consisted of atmospherically corrected surface reflectance daily
products: (i) at 250 m spatial resolution [MOD09GQ –
Terra MODIS Surface Reflectance Daily L2G Global
250 m, with 2 bands: red and near-infrared (NIR)], and
(ii) at 500 m spatial resolution [MOD09GA – Terra
MODIS Surface Reflectance Daily L2G Global 500
m, with 7 bands: blue, green, red, NIR and three bands
in the shortwave-infrared (SWIR)]. Both images were
acquired on the 21st of August, 2006 and were cloudfree. MERIS is a multi-spectral sensor with fifteen programmable narrow bands in the visible and NIR regions of the spectrum. We used one MERIS post-fire
image that was acquired on the 22nd of August, 2006
in the Full Resolution mode (300m pixel size).
The MODIS time series of active fires (NASA / University of Maryland, 2002), that were provided free of
charge by the University of Maryland, consisted of a
set of shape files with one record per active fire. Information related to each active fire included: location
(latitude and longitude), date, time, confidence level,
and satellite involved. The MODIS active fire locations

covered the study area and period of interest (1st-20th
August, 2006). A general description of the MODIS
fire products can be found in Justice et al. (2002). A
detailed description of the MODIS active fire detection
algorithm (version 4) can be found in Giglio et al. (2003).
For comparison and evaluation purposes, we used
three global burned area datasets: the MCD45A1
(MODIS Terra + Aqua Burned Area Monthly L3 Global
500 m), the L3JRC (Global, daily, SPOT VEGETATION-derived Burned Area Product, 1 km), and the
GLOBCARBON-BAE Product (Global, Monthly 1 km
based on SPOT-VGT and ATSR images). The MCD45A1
product (Roy et al. 2005, 2008) was downloaded from the
EOS Data Gateway, while the L3JRC product (Tansey
et al., 2008) was downloaded from the Global Environment Monitoring Website, both of which were free of charge.
The GLOBCARBON-BAE Product, which consists
of three layers as a result of combining three algorithms,
detects the appearance of new burned areas from month
to month, and is available for the period 1998-2007
(Plummer et al., 2006). The GLOBCARBON-BAE
product we used was whenever two out of the three algorithms agreed.
For validation purposes, we used a high spatial resolution AWiFS-derived burned area map that was compared to each of the burned area products. AWiFS,
onboard Resourcesat-1 satellite, is a unique sensor that
provides data with a spatial resolution of 56 m at 5-day
intervals in four spectral bands (green, red, NIR, and
SWIR). Fig. 1 shows the AWiFS-derived burned area
map.

Methods
Fig. 2 summarizes the methodology followed in this
work. On the one hand, we processed the MODIS and
MERIS datasets based on the algorithm developed by
Huesca et al. (2008). On the other hand, we also prepared the three already mentioned global burned area
products for further analysis. All the processing of the
data was carried out using ENVI 4.5 and ArcGIS 9.3.1
software packages. The coordinate system we used was
the UTM-Zone 30-WGS-84.
The algorithm developed by Huesca et al. (2008),
which aims at the determination of thresholds values
on infrared bands, is based on the maximum spatial
correlation between MODIS active fire influence area,
and post-fire infrared reflectance values. MODIS active fires, which are expressed as point locations, were
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Figure 1. 60 m spatial resolution AWiFS-derived burned area map (21st August, 2006).

assumed to be located inside an area of 1 km2 (Salmon
et al., 2003), the so-called influence area. In this sense,
we generated a buffer layer of influence areas as closest
in size as possible to 1 km2, what meant using (i) 16
pixels of 250 m in the case of the MOD09GQ product,
(ii) 4 pixels of 500 m for the MOD09GA product, and
(iii) 9 pixels of 300 m for the MERIS image.
In this work, the Huesca et al. (2008) methodology
was applied: (i) to the MOD09GQ NIR band, (ii) to the
MOD09GA NBR index, and (iii) to one of the MERIS
reflectance NIR bands. The NBR (Key and Benson,
1999) is a spectral index that integrates NIR and SWIR
bands, both of which register the strongest responses,
albeit in opposite ways, to burning (Lentile et al., 2006,
Roldán-Zamarrón et al., 2006). The NBR was estimated using the following equation:
NBR = (ρSWIR – ρNIR)/(ρSWIR + ρNIR)

[1]

where, ρSWIR and ρNIR are the SWIR and NIR pixel reflectance values, respectively. Using equation [1], the
NBR was calculated using bands 2 (NIR) and 7 (SWIR)
of the MOD09GA product. MERIS images have several bands at NIR wavelengths. In this case, and in order
to compare the results between MODIS and MERIS,
we selected the MERIS NIR band that was closest to
the MODIS band 2 wavelength, what resulted in the
selection of the MERIS band centered at 864 nm.

In this work, we looked for the highest spatial correlation between MODIS active fire influence area and
a set of binary MODIS-NIR (MOD09GQ), MODISNBR (MOD09GA), and MERIS-NIR images. These
binary images were derived using a subset of threshold
values. Spatial coincidence was measured by means of
the correlation coefficient. The application of the best
threshold value in each case resulted in three burnedunburned images that assured the greatest consistency
between active fires information and post-fire reflectance-based data. These burned-unburned images were
converted into vector format. At this point, and based
on previous results (Huesca et al., 2008; GonzálezAlonso and Merino-de-Miguel 2009), we removed any
polygon that was situated far away from an active fire,
at a distance higher than 564.18 m, in an attempt to reduce the commission error.
The processing of the three global burned area products consisted on the re-projection onto a UTM-Zone
30 -WGS-84 coordinate system, together with a spatial
and temporal subset according to the study area (Galicia) and period of interest (1st-20th August, 2006).
Validation of the results (either local or global burned area products) was performed using the AWiFSderived burned area map (our ground-truth) by means
of cross-tabulation. The validation process served to
verify the quality of the different burned area maps
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Figure 2. Methodology flow followed in this work.

and to rank them, identifying the gains and weaknesses of any of the evaluated products. The validation
data (or ground-truth) represent the reality (e.g., free
from errors), and thus, they serve as a reference to
measure the accuracy of the classif ication process
(Boschetti et al., 2004b). One of the most common
means of validation in remote sensing is using data derived from higher spatial resolution images, as
we did in this case. The results of the cross-tabulation
between datasets (two by two) were summarized in
confusion matrices (Stehman, 1997) that were used to
extract two parameters: (i) the overall accuracy, and
(ii) the omission and commission errors for the burned
class.

Results
Local burned area products resulted from the selection of the appropriate threshold values and the removal of those polygons not containing at least one active
fire inside or within a distance of less than 564.18 m.
In all the cases, the percentage of coincidence rises
from low NIR values to a maximum value and them
drops drastically. The NIR value at which we found the
highest spatial coincidence between active fire influence area and post-fire data was selected as the threshold
value that allowed the best discrimination between burned and un-burned pixels. Such threshold values were:
(i) 14% for the MODIS-NIR (MOD09GQ-band 2), (ii)
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Table 1. Results form the cross-tabulation between any of the burned area maps and our ground
truth

MODIS-NIR
MODIS-NBR
MERIS-NIR
MCD45A1
L3JRC
GLOBCARBON-BAE
AWiFS-based burned area map
(ground truth)

Burned area
(km2)

Overall
accuracy
(%)

Error
omission
(%)

Error
commission
(%)

799.58
679.00
794.24
1,542.75
426.49
843.95

65.37
51.17
65.72
79.21
28.30
53.89

34.62
48.83
34.28
20.79
71.70
46.11

20.37
21.64
18.45
86.21
17.43
36.61

932.61

0.07 for the MODIS-NBR (MOD09GA-NBR), and (iii)
13% for the MERIS-NIR (centered at 864 nm) band.
Table 1 shows the results from the cross-tabulation
between the different burned area products and our
ground truth (the AWiFS-derived burned area map).
The cross-tabulation analysis was performed using all
the data in polygon-vector format. As a result of the
cross-tabulation we calculated the overall accuracy and
both the commission and omission errors. Fig. 3 shows
the spatial distribution of coincident areas (overall
accuracy) and both the commission and omission errors
for two products, one local and one global product.
As shown in Table 1, results for the MODIS-NIR
and the MERIS-NIR bands are very close in terms of burned area, overall accuracy, and omission and commission
errors. The results for the MODIS-NBR band are
slightly worse, especially in terms of overall accuracy
and error of omission. However, the worst results undoubtedly corresponded to the global burned area
products (MCD45A1, L3JRC, and GLOBCARBONBAE). The best result in terms of overall accuracy
corresponded to the MODIS burned area product
(MCD45A1). However, this is no such a good result if
we check for the error of commission. On the other
hand, the L3JRC presented a very low overall accuracy
together with a very high error of omission. Results
for the GLOBCARBON-BAE product were intermediate between the other two global products.

Discussion
One of the most interesting applications of the remote sensing data in the study of wildfires is the burned area mapping (Lentile et al., 2006; Loboda et al.,

2007). The mapping of the affected area can be generated using diverse methods and technologies and it is
now globally available thanks to some large-scale products. Proper assessment of these global products is
complex and costly but it is nowadays becoming increasingly important (Chuvieco et al., 2008; Roy and
Boschetti, 2009). It is a fact that only these products
may provide information about burned areas at global
scale but also that their accuracy is highly dependent
on the cover type, fire occurrence and fire scar size
(Loboda et al., 2007), and on the study region (Giglio
et al., 2010). Besides, since the efficiency of the performance of such global products may also differ in different ecosystems (Loboda et al., 2007) much work is
needed in terms of comparison among the available
sensors, the burned area mapping algorithms and the
resulting products. The present work, along with previous studies that compared global f ire products at
different scales (Boschetti et al., 2004a; Laris, 2005;
Silva Cardozo et al., 2012), suggests the need of a better
validation of these products, especially in the Iberian
Peninsula where the discrepancies found in the present
work agree with the studies of Bastarrika et al. (2011)
and Padilla and Chuvieco (2009).
The present work compares the algorithm developed by Huesca et al. (2008) using different sensors
(MODIS and MERIS) and approaches. The results
showed no much difference between one and the other.
Higher and more signif icant differences appeared
when compared the different local burned area products to the three available global burned area maps
(MCD45A1, L3JRC, and GLOBCARBON-BAE), as
also shown by other authors (Bastarrika et al., 2011).
As expected, these three global products showed similar burn scars patterns both among them (Giglio et al.,
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Figure 3. Top image: MERIS-NIR-based against AWiFS-based burned area map. Bottom image: MCD45A1 against AWiFS-based
burned area map. Legend: in red: coincident areas, in green: errors of omission and in black: errors of commission.

2010) and when compared to our products. On the one
hand, considering the overall accuracy of the burned
area and without taking into account commission or
omission errors, the most accurate product was the
MCD45A1 one, as also shown by Anaya and Chuvieco
(2012), followed by the GLOBCARBON-BAE, and

finally by the L3JRC product. Same results were also
found by Roy and Boschetti (2009), supporting the idea
of the need of a more consistent global fire product
validation. On the other hand, considering the total
amount of burned area and its geographical accuracy
important differences arose among them, especially in
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the case of the MODIS burned area product (MCD45A1),
which clearly overestimated the affected area (high
commission error, see table 1) and in the case of the L3JRC
product, which clearly underestimated the affected area
(high omission error, see Table 1). On contrary, Roy
and Boschetti (2009) found, in their validation of the
three global products, lower errors of commission than
omission. Similar results were revealed by Silva Cardozo et al. (2012) in relation to the validation of the
MCD45A1 product in the Amazon region, where high
or very high omission errors were found.
As mentioned before, we found that the MCD45A1
product clearly overestimated the total burned area
while in Bastarrika et al. (2011), in a study carried out
in Mediterranean ecosystems; the same variable was
noticeably underestimated. These discrepancies may
be explained by the fact that Galician fire scars were
mainly located in the Atlantic region rather than in the
Mediterranean region (González-Alonso and Merino
de Miguel, 2009). Anaya and Chuvieco (2012) also
found that the MODIS burned area product underestimated the burned area for the Orinoco River basin.
According to our results, burned area estimated from
the L3JRC product is clearly lower that the other products. Similar results were found by Anaya and Chuvieco (2010, 2012) while in other studies (Chang and
Song, 2009) the burned area was overestimated. Opposite results were also found by Giglio et al. (2010) in
which study L3JRC product mapped a burned area
many times larger than the MCD45A1 product in seven
regions worldwide including Europe. Concerning the
GLOBCARBON-BAE product, Anaya and Chuvieco
(2012) found that this product tended to underestimate
the burned area.
Global products may provide estimates of the total
burned area at large scales. These estimations are critical from both an ecological and management point of
view (Chuvieco et al., 2008) and for feeding fire emissions
and climatic models (Giglio et al., 2010). However,
more site-dependant algorithms are necessary in order
to improve the burned area mapping accuracy. This is
not a simple task since most of the available regional
products have been specifically designed for a given
ecosystem, dropping their mapping accuracy when
applied to other biomes (Loboda et al., 2007). This
paper evidences the importance of developing regionally-adaptable algorithms which, in combination with
the global fire products, may improve the accuracy of
the estimates. This kind of studies may also be useful
for the customization and regionalization of the avai-
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lable global burned area products, or for the development of new indices and methodologies. In this
sense, it is necessary the comparison among same
products in different regions and land cover types but
also it is necessary a comparison with independent
ground-truth or independent reference data (Roy and
Boschetti, 2009) in order to solve the problems associated with the commission and omission errors (Boschetti
et al., 2004b).
The local burned area algorithms developed in this
paper present a straightforward and repeatable approach
which can be easily used in other biomes by simply
look for the appropriate threshold value. Besides, our
algorithm is fully automated, it does not rely on an
analyst’s opinion therefore eliminating subjectivity of
the mapping process, and it is based on free data available on the Internet. However, the presented results
make it difficult to draw conclusions about the reliability of our algorithm performance over other regions
in the Iberian Peninsula and outside the Iberian Peninsula. As weak points, the algorithms tended to produce
omission errors that were higher than the corresponding commission errors. This fact may be due to the
missing active fire locations between Terra-MODIS
successive images, a situation that may cause an infraestimation of the burned area (Giglio et al., 2003).

Conclusions
This article presents the results of applying several
local burned area algorithms together with global
burned area maps, and compares all the results in relation to a high spatial resolution burned area map (our
ground-truth). The local burned area maps produced
very accurate results in any case (either using MODIS
or MERIS data). The needed information (reflectance
and active fire data) is available free of charge through
the Internet, and the processing of the data is extremely
simple. On the other hand, the global burned area products tended to product worse results, in some cases
because the product tended to overestimate the affected
area (MCD45A1) or because the product tended to underestimate the affected area (L3JRC).
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